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ABSTRACT 
An investigation on the dynamic modeling and analysis of 
spatial mechanisms with spherical clearance joints including 
friction is presented. For this purpose, the ball and the socket 
which compose a spherical joint are modeled as two individual 
colliding components. The normal contact-impact forces that 
develop at the spherical clearance joint are determined by using a 
continuous force model. A continuous analysis approach is used 
here with a Hertzian based contact force model, which includes a 
dissipative term representing the energy dissipation during the 
contact process. The pseudo-penetration that occurs between the 
potential contact points of the ball and the socket surface, as well 
as the indentation rate play a crucial role in the evaluation of the 
normal contact forces. In addition, several different friction force 
models based on the Coulomb’s law are revisited in this work. 
The friction models utilized here can accommodate the various 
friction regimens and phenomena that take place at the contact 
interface between the ball and the socket. Both the normal and 
tangential contact forces are evaluated and included into the 
systems’ dynamics equation of motion, developed under the 
framework of multibody systems formulations. A spatial four bar 
mechanism, which includes a spherical joint with clearance, is 
used as an application example to examine and quantify the 
effects of various friction force models, clearance sizes, and the 
friction coefficients. 
Keywords: Spherical joints with clearance, Frictional effects, 
Spatial mechanisms, Dynamics of multibody systems 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of modeling and simulating joints with clearances 
in mechanisms is a research area with much interest in different 
fields, and has attracted the attention of many authors over the 
last two decades. This interest has led to the development of 
relevant work and publication of a number of studies on dry 
and lubricated revolute joints [1-10], translational joints with 
clearance [11-16], cylindrical joints with clearance [17-19], and 
experimental investigations [20-24]. Most of these studies are 
devoted to planar mechanisms, such as the four bar linkage, 
slider-crank mechanism, and robot manipulators, in which one, 
two or more joints have clearance features. On the subject of 
modeling three-dimensional systems with clearance joints, 
research works mostly deal with spherical joints with clearance, 
where the surface compliance properties, and clearance size are 
taken into account. Some typical and important mechanical 
systems in which spherical joints with clearance play a key role 
are the vehicle systems and components, such as steering, 
suspensions, and bushing joints [25, 26], robotic and parallel 
manipulators [27], space deployable systems [28], and natural 
and artificial human articulations, namely for the hip and 
shoulder cases [29-31]. 
Indeed, a number of works devoted to the spherical joints 
with clearance has been carried out over the last few years. 
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Some of them focus on systems in which only one joint is 
modeled as a realistic joint. Bauchau and Rodriguez [32], based 
on the finite element dynamic analysis of nonlinear flexible 
multibody systems, proposed a formulation for mechanisms 
with revolute and spherical joints with clearance. The effects of 
structural damping and driving speed were investigated. Orden 
[33] presented a methodology for the study of typical smooth 
joint clearances in multibody systems. The proposed approach 
takes advantage of an analytical definition of the material 
surfaces defining the clearance, resulting in a formulation 
where the gap does not play a central role, as it happens in 
standard contact models. This approach has been demonstrated 
as an effective and efficient method in solving the equations of 
motion. Liu et al. [34] developed a contact force formulation of 
the spherical clearance joints in multibody mechanical systems, 
using the distributed elastic forces to model the compliance of 
the surfaces in contact. Flores et al. [35] presented an analytical 
methodology to assess the influence of the spherical joint 
clearances in spatial multibody mechanical systems. This 
approach is only valid for the case of dry frictionless contact 
between the socket and ball. Tian and his co-authors [36] 
presented a computational formulation for dynamic analysis of 
three-dimensional flexible multibody systems, considering the 
effects of the clearances and lubrication for the case spherical 
joints. The friction effect at the contact was simply accounted 
using the Coulomb’s friction law. The effectiveness of the 
methodology proposed was demonstrated by different 
numerical examples. 
More recently, Wang et al. [37] investigated on the wear 
phenomena in spherical joints with clearance. For this purpose, 
the well-known Archard’s wear model was considered and 
incorporated into the dynamics equations of motion for 
constrained multibody mechanical systems. This approach was 
validated using the finite element method. Wang and Liu [38] 
studied the response of a 4-SPS/CU parallel mechanism which 
includes a spherical joint clearance. In this investigation, an 
enhanced contact force models has been proposed to deal with 
the normal contact-impact analysis between the joint elements. 
Besides its limitations, the Coulomb’s law was considered to 
account for the friction action at the joint clearance. Jing et al. 
[28] analyzed the nonlinear behavior of spherical joints with 
clearance considering the classical Winkler contact approach to 
propose a new formulation to define the contact stiffness when 
the radial clearance is small, and therefore the Hertzian contact 
theory cannot be applied. The proposed formulation was 
validated against the response from a finite element model. 
Zheng et al. [39] investigated the dynamics of rigid-flexible 
spatial multibody systems with spherical joints with clearance, 
with particular emphasis on the response of ultra-precision 
presses. 
The present investigation extends previous authors’ work 
[35] to incorporate the frictional effects when modeling 
spherical joints with clearance. In this process, several different 
friction force models based on the dry Coulomb’s friction law 
are discussed and utilized. In a simple manner, the components 
that constitute a spherical joint with clearance are modeled as 
colliding bodies. The dynamic response of the joint, in terms of 
contact-impact and friction forces, is influenced by the 
geometric and material properties of the contacting surfaces, as 
well as by the joint kinematics. The intra-joint contact forces 
are determined during the contact period in a continuous 
manner, and then incorporated into the equations of motion as 
external applied forces. The remaining of this paper is 
organized as follows. Section 2 deals with the main kinematic 
aspects of spherical clearance joints. The numerical models for 
the normal contact and tangential friction forces are described 
in Section 3. The dynamics equations of motion for constrained 
spatial multibody mechanical systems are also presented in this 
section. Numerical results obtained from computational 
simulations of a spatial four bar mechanism with frictional 
spherical clearance are analyzed in Section 4. Finally, the main 
conclusions of this investigation are drawn in Section 5. 
 
2. MODELING SPHERICAL CLEARANCE JOINTS 
A mathematical model for the spherical joint with 
clearance, under the framework of multibody systems 
formulation, is briefly described in this section, which closely 
follows the work by Flores et al. [35]. Figure 1 illustrates two 
links i and j of a typical connection with a generic spherical 
joint with clearance in mechanisms. As Fig. 1 illustrates, the 
radii of socket and ball are Ri and Rj, respectively. The 
difference in radius between the socket and the ball provides 
the radial clearance, c=Ri–Rj.  
 
Figure 1: General representation of a typical spherical joint 
with clearance in spatial mechanisms 
 
Referring to Fig. 1, the relative penetration or deformation 
vector between the ball and socket walls can be defined as 
 ( )i jR R= − −e nδ  (1)  
where e is the eccentricity vector, and n represents the normal 
vector which defines the normal direction of the plane of 
collision. The eccentricity vector e is given by 
 P Pj i= −e r r  (2)  
where both P
jr  and Pir are defined as [40] 
 'P Pk k k k= +r r A s      (k = i, j) (3)  
Fig. 2 depicts the case where the socket and the ball surfaces 
are in contact, which is identified by the existence of a relative 
indentation or pseudo-penetration, δ. The contact points on 
bodies i and j are Qi and Qj, respectively. The position of the 
contact points in the socket and ball can be evaluated as  
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 Q Pk k k k kR′= + +r r A s n      (k = i, j) (4) 
The velocities of the contact points Qi and Qj in the global 
system are obtained by differentiating Eq. (4) with respect to 
time, yielding 
 Q Pk k k k kR′= + +r r A s n&& & &     (k = i, j) (5)  
The relative scalar velocities, normal and tangential to the 
plane of collision are found by projecting the relative impact 
velocity onto each one of these directions as follows 
 [( ) ]Q Q TN j i= −v r r n n& &  (6)  
 ( )Q QT j i N Tv= − − ≡v r r v t& &  (7)  
where t represents the tangential direction to the impact 
surfaces. 
 
 
Figure 2: Relative indentation between the ball and socket 
 
3. MODELS FOR CONTACT-IMPACT FORCES 
In this section, numerical models for the evaluation of the 
normal and tangential contact-impact and friction forces, which 
develop at the spherical clearance joints, are presented. The 
normal and tangential forces at the contact points are 
represented by fN and fT, respectively. Since these forces do not 
act through the center of mass of bodies i and j, the moment 
components for each body need to be evaluated.  
The elastic force developed in the contact between the ball 
and socket can be modeled using a Hertzian-type contact law, 
which can be expressed as [41] 
n
NF Kδ=  (8) 
where FN denotes the contact force, K represents a generalized 
stiffness parameter and δ is the relative penetration depth. The 
generalized contact stiffness depends on the material properties 
and on the geometry of the contacting bodies. For two spheres 
in contact, the stiffness coefficient is a function of the radii of 
the spheres i and j and the material properties as [42] 
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where Ri and Rj are the radii of the spheres and σi and σj are 
given by 
21 k
k
kE
νσ −=      (k = i, j) (10) 
and the quantities νk and Ek are the Poisson’s ratio and the 
Young’s modulus associated with each sphere, respectively. 
The Hertz contact law is a purely elastic model, and it does 
not include any energy dissipation. Lankarani and Nikravesh 
[43] extended the Hertz contact law to include the energy 
dissipation in terms of internal damping as 
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where the generalized parameter K is evaluated by Equations 
(9) and (10) for sphere to sphere contact, or by similar 
expressions for the contact of other types of geometries, cr is 
the restitution coefficient,  δ  is the instantaneous relative 
normal penetration velocity and  δ (− )  is the initial relative 
normal contact-impact velocity where contact is detected. 
Alternative normal contact force models have been 
developed over the last years, which can accommodate 
different levels of energy dissipation and enhanced ways to deal 
with the contact stiffness for conformal and nonconformal 
contacts. Other contact models which include energy 
dissipation may be utilized instead. Hence, this issue is out of 
the scope of the present work, and the interested reader referred 
to the work by Alves et al. [44]. 
In what follows, some of the most significant friction force 
models are presented, which will be utilized later. Over the last 
decades, several researchers have investigated the modeling of 
frictional effects in mechanical systems [45-47]. The dry 
Coulomb friction model [48] is the most popular and well-
known friction force model. This approach states that friction 
always oppose the relative motion between two contacting 
bodies, and its magnitude is proportional to the normal contact 
force, as illustrated in Fig. 3a. The Coulomb’s friction force 
model can be expressed as follows 
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where 
C k NF µ= f  (13) 
in which FC denotes the magnitude of Coulomb friction, Fe is 
the external tangential force, μk represents the kinetic 
coefficient of friction, and ˆ Tv  denotes a unit vector with the 
same direction of Tv . This friction force model is 
mathematically simple; however, it introduces several 
numerical difficulties to implement due to the existing 
discontinuity at zero velocity. 
Several modifications of Coulomb’s law have been 
proposed to eliminate the discontinuity and, therefore, enhance 
the computational efficiency during dynamic simulations [49-
51]. Ambrósio [51] suggested a modified Coulomb’s friction 
law with a tolerance around zero velocity, which is represented 
in Fig. 3b, and can be given as 
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where v0 and v1 are tolerance velocities. 
Threlfall [49] proposed a friction force model in which the 
force and velocity are related by an exponential function with 
the purpose of addressing the numerical difficulties associated 
with the discontinuity in the Coulomb’s law. This was the basis 
for other friction force models, namely the continuous function, 
depicted in Fig. 3c, and expressed as 
C
1
ˆtanh TT T
vF
v
⎛ ⎞
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⎝ ⎠
f v  (15) 
It is well known from experiments that the coefficient of 
friction is not a constant value. Thus, two different coefficients 
of friction must be considered, namely “static” and “kinetic” 
coefficients. Stribeck [52] showed experimentally that, for low 
velocities, friction decreases with the increase of the relative 
velocity, as plotted in Fig. 3d. This curve can be written as [53] 
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where 
S s NF µ= f  (17) 
in which FS represents the magnitude of static friction force, μs 
denotes the static coefficient of friction, and vS is the Stribeck 
velocity. Similarly to Coulomb’s law, this approach contains a 
discontinuity for the null velocity. In order to avoid numerical 
difficulties, a model with tolerance at zero velocity and linear 
interpolation can be considered, as represented in the plot of 
Fig. 3e. In this way, friction force can be described as 
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Bengisu and Akay [54] presented an alternative approach 
to deal with the discontinuities associated with the Coulomb’s 
friction law. Recurring to a few modifications, this model is 
represented in Fig. 3f, and expressed as 
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in which ξ should be a positive parameter representing the 
negative slope of the sliding state. 
The normal contact forces and the frictional forces and 
their corresponding motion at the center of mass are hence 
evaluated as described in this section, and then included in the 
dynamics equations of motion. The dynamics equations of 
motion for a multibody system subjected to holonomic 
constraints can be state in the form [40] 
T⎡ ⎤ ⎧ ⎫ ⎧ ⎫
=⎢ ⎥ ⎨ ⎬ ⎨ ⎬
⎢ ⎥ ⎩ ⎭ ⎩ ⎭⎣ ⎦
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M q g
0
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 (20) 
with the reference frame placed at the center of mass for each 
body, M  is the system mass matrix, qΦ  is the Jacobian matrix 
of constraint equations, vector q& contains the generalized state 
accelerations, λ  is the vector that contains the Lagrange 
multipliers associated with the kinematic constraints, g  is the 
vector of generalized forces, and γ  is the vector of quadratic 
velocity terms in the kinematic acceleration equation. 
Moreover, the general state coordinates q must be defined 
within a Cartesian reference system, and consists of three 
translational coordinates (x, y and z) and four Euler parameters 
to specify the angular orientation (e0, e1, e2 and e3) [40]. 
 
 
(a) (b) 
 
(c) (d) 
 
(e) (f) 
Figure 3: Behavior of the friction force models: (a) Coulomb, 
(b) Ambrósio, (c) Threlfall, (d) Stribeck, (e) Piecewise-linear, 
(f) Bengisu and Akay.  
 
Equation (20) is formed as a combination of the equations 
of motion and kinematic constraint equations, often referred to 
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as a mixed set of differential and algebraic equations. A set of 
initial conditions is required to start the dynamic simulation. 
The selection of the appropriate initial conditions plays a key 
role in the prediction of the dynamic performance of 
mechanical system. In the present work, the initial conditions 
are derived from the kinematic simulation of the mechanical 
system with ideal joints; i.e., with no clearance [40]. In order to 
stabilize the constraints violation, Eq. (20) is solved using the 
Baumgarte stabilization method [55, 56]. This spatial 
multibody formulation is implemented on an in-house 
developed MATLAB code. In the present work, the integration 
process is performed using a predictor-corrector algorithm, 
namely with the ode15s solver which is included in 
MATLAB’s library. 
 
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSION 
In this section, the application of the spatial four bar 
mechanism is utilized as an illustrative example to show how 
modeling approaches for a spherical joint clearance with 
friction can affect the behavior of the mechanism [35]. This 
mechanism consists of four rigid links that represent the 
ground, crank, coupler and rocker. The body numbers and their 
corresponding local coordinate systems are shown in Fig. 4. 
The kinematic joints of this model include two ideal revolute 
joints, connecting the ground to the crank and the ground to the 
rocker, and an ideal spherical joint connecting the crank and the 
coupler. A spherical clearance joint connects the coupler and 
rocker. This system is modeled with twenty four Cartesian 
coordinates (including ground), which result from the four rigid 
links and nineteen kinematic constraints. Hence, this system 
has five degrees-of-freedom. 
 
 
Figure 4: Schematic representation of the spatial four bar 
mechanism with a spherical clearance joint 
 
The initial configuration of the spatial four bar mechanism 
is illustrated in Fig. 4, and the initial values are displayed in 
Table 1. The system is released from the initial position with 
null velocities and under the action of gravitational force, 
which is taken to act in the negative z-direction. Initially the 
ball and socket are concentric. The dimensions and inertia 
properties of each body are presented in Table 2.  
 
Table 1: Initial configuration for the spatial four bar mechanism 
Body 
Nr. x [m] y [m] z [m] e0 e1 e2 e3 
2  0.00000  0.00000 0.00000 1.0000  0.0000  0.0000  0.0000 
3 -0.03746 -0.04250 0.04262 0.9186 -0.1764  0.6747 -0.3472 
4 -0.05746 -0.08500 0.03262 0.3634 -0.6068 -0.6068  0.3634 
 
Table 2: Properties of the spatial four bar mechanism 
Body 
Nr. 
Length 
[m] 
Mass 
[kg] 
Moment of inertia [kgm2] 
Iξξ               Iηη               Iζζ 
2 0.020 0.0196 0.0000392 0.0000197 0.0000197 
3 0.122 0.1416 0.0017743 0.0000351 0.0017743 
4 0.074 0.0316 0.0001456 0.0000029 0.0001456 
 
The parameters utilized for the dynamic simulations and 
for the numerical methods required to solve for the system’s 
dynamic response, are listed in Table 3. 
In what follows, several numerical results obtained from 
various computational simulations are considered to show the 
response of the spatial four bar mechanism for three distinct 
situations, namely: ideal spherical joint, frictionless spherical 
joint with clearance, and spherical joint with clearance and 
friction. The parameters and coefficient utilized for the friction 
force models considered are listed in Table 4. 
 
Table 3: Simulation parameters for the four bar mechanism 
Joint socket radius 10.0 mm 
Joint ball radius 9.8 mm 
Restitution coefficient 0.9 
Young’s modulus 207 GPa 
Poisson’s ratio 0.3 
Baumgarte coefficient - α 5 
Baumgarte coefficient - β 5 
Integrator algorithm ode15s 
Reporting time step 0.00001s 
Integration tolerance 10-10 
Simulation time 2 s 
 
Table 4: Simulation parameters for the friction models 
Kinetic coefficient of friction - μk 0.1 
Static coefficient of friction - μS 0.15 
Velocity tolerance - v0 0.0001 m/s 
Velocity tolerance - v1 0.001 m/s 
Factor for curve shape - ξ 1000 s/m 
 
Figures 5a-c show the z-component of the position, 
velocity and acceleration of the rocker center of mass, 
respectively. From these plots, it can be observed that the 
modeling of the spherical joint can significantly affect the 
dynamic performance of the system. Overall, the frictionless 
joint model exhibits more oscillations, in particular for the 
velocity and acceleration plots. This suggests that the system’s 
response becomes chaotic in this case due to the higher peaks 
visible at the acceleration level. Figures 5a-c also indicate that 
the spatial four bar mechanism with the spherical joint 
clearance produces significantly larger velocities and 
accelerations, when compared with the ideal joint case. In turn, 
ζ2ζ1
≡
Rocker
Ground
Coupler
Crank
0.085
0.040
X
Y
Z
0.020
ξ2
ξ3
ξ4
ζ4
η4
η3
ζ3
ξ1
≡ η2η1
≡
Spherical clearance joint
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the simulation with the spherical clearance joint using the 
Threlfall based friction model shows a smoother behavior. This 
effect is quite visible in the plots represented in Figs. 5a-c. 
Moreover, the mechanical energy dissipated is higher for the 
case with friction, as it observed in the plots of Fig. 5d. This 
effect is evident in the measure that the energy loss is only due 
to the forces generated at the spherical clearance joint. 
Figure 6 shows the relative position of the ball and socket 
centers for both frictionless clearance joint and clearance joint 
with friction. In these two cases, the main impacts occur in the 
initial phase. The frictionless joint exhibits higher number of 
impacts that are followed by rebounds when compared with the 
case with friction. In fact, the dissipative and damping effect 
associated with friction phenomenon promotes the continuous 
contact between the ball and socket surfaces. 
The phase portraits are commonly utilized to study the 
level the nonlinearity associated with the system’s response. In 
the present work, the z-component of position versus velocity, 
and velocity versus acceleration, are the variables considered to 
plot the phase space portraits, as displayed in Fig. 7. From the 
analysis of these plots, it can be observed that the four bar 
mechanism has a quite nonlinear behavior when the spherical 
joint clearance is modeled as frictionless contact. This 
phenomenon is clearly associated with the level and degree of 
the impacts between the ball and socket surfaces. In fact, when 
there is no friction, the system needs more time to ensure a 
continuous or permanent contact between the joint elements. 
Moreover, it is evident that initial impacts are followed by 
rebounds. This effect is visible in plots of Figs. 7c-d and Fig. 
6a, in which the system changes form free-flight mode to 
impact mode. This particular phenomenon has consequences in 
the phase portraits, which are of more complex nature, as 
depicted in Fig. 7d. In contrast, when the system is modeled 
with the Threlfall based friction model, the dynamic behavior 
tends to be smoother and closer to the ideal or perfect joint 
case, as observed in the diagrams of Fig. 7e-f. This behavior 
can be understood from the dissipative nature related to the 
friction effect, which facilitates the accommodation between 
the ball and socket surfaces. When the system is modeled with 
friction, it produces less and smaller impacts, as observed again 
in the smooth nature of Figs. 7e-f. 
  
(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d) 
Figure 5: (a) Z-position of the rocker, (b) Z-velocity of the rocker, (c) Z-acceleration of the rocker; (d) Mechanical energy variation 
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(a)                                                (b) 
Figure 6: Eccentricity ratio evolution with time: (a) frictionless 
clearance joint; (b) clearance joint with friction 
 
It has been shown that friction has a significant effect on 
the dynamic response of the four bar mechanism with a 
spherical clearance joint. With the purpose of examining the 
influence of the friction force model utilized in the dynamic 
simulations of the mechanisms, four different approaches are 
considered here, namely Ambrósio, Threlfall based, piecewise 
linear, and Bengisu and Akay. These friction force models have 
been briefly described earlier in Section 3. The response of the 
four bar linkage in terms of the kinematics of the rocker links is 
plotted in the diagrams of Fig. 8 for the different friction force 
models. From these plots, it can be observed that the general 
response of the mechanism is quite similar, as it can be seen the 
Figs. 8a-c. In fact, the main differences among the friction 
models can occur in the vicinity of null relative sliding velocity. 
In order to observe the possible discrepancies in terms of 
system’s response, a detailed view is displayed in Fig. 8d for 
the rocker z-acceleration, in which the relative sliding velocity 
is close to zero. The models where the static friction is taken 
into account exhibit smaller peaks in the acceleration curve, in 
particular the Ambrósio and Threlfall models, as it is visible in 
Fig. 8d. Since the friction force models have small differences 
on the system’s response, in what follows, the Threlfall based 
friction model is the only one considered for further analysis.
  
(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d) 
  
(e) (f) 
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Figure 7: Portrait phases of rocker Z-position versus Z-velocity and rocker Z-velocity versus Z-acceleration: (a)-(b) ideal joint; 
(c)-(d) frictionless clearance joint, and (e)-(f) clearance joint with friction 
 
The influence of the radial clearance size at the spherical 
joint clearance is also analyzed for the case modeled with the 
Threlfall friction approach. For this purpose, four different 
clearance sizes are considered, namely 0.05, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.4 
mm. Figure 9 shows rocker kinematics and mechanical energy 
variation for these four situations. As it was expected, the 
mechanism tends to present a similar response to the ideal case 
when the clearance size is very small. In fact, the behavior of 
the system tends to be less chaotic for smaller clearances. It can 
also be observed that the decrease of clearance leads to a more 
conservative system, as it can be observed in Fig. 9d relative to 
the variation of the mechanical energy of the mechanism. 
Figure 10 shows the influence of the coefficient of friction 
on the response of the mechanism. Again the Threlfall based 
friction approach has been utilized and four different values for 
the kinetic coefficient of friction are considered, namely, 0.05, 
0.1, 0.2 and 0.4. From the plots presented in Fig. 10, it can be 
observed that the higher the coefficient of friction is, the more 
energy is dissipated. 
Finally, the computational efficiency for the different 
formulations of the spherical joint is examined here. In 
addition, the influence of the friction force model, the clearance 
size and fiction coefficient on the computational efficiency are 
studied. For this purpose, the number of functions evaluated 
during the numerical solution of the equations of motion is 
considered. Figure 11a shows that the introduction of a 
spherical joint with clearance penalizes the system’s efficiency 
when compared with the ideal case. It is worth nothing though 
that the existence of friction at the clearance joint increases the 
computational efficiency, as it can be observed in the plots of 
Fig. 11a. In general, the friction force model utilized and the 
value of the clearance size do not significantly differ in terms of 
computational efficiency, as shown in Figs. 11b-c. However, 
for lower values of the friction coefficients, the simulations 
tend to be slower, as it is quite visible in the diagrams plotted in 
Fig. 11d. 
  
(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d) 
Figure 8: Influence of the friction force model on the four bar mechanism’s response 
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(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d) 
Figure 9: Influence of the clearance size on the four bar mechanism’s response 
  
(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d) 
Figure 10: Influence of the coefficient of friction on the four bar mechanism’s response 
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(a) (b) 
  
(c) (d) 
Figure 11: Effect of the joint model, friction force model, clearance size and friction coefficient on the computational efficiency 
 
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The dynamic modeling and analysis of spatial mechanism with 
spherical clearance joint in the presence of friction has been 
presented in this work. In the sequel of this process, the main 
kinematic and dynamic aspects related to the modeling of 
spherical joints with clearance were first described under the 
framework of multibody systems methodologies. In a simple 
manner, the intra-joint contact-impact and friction forces 
developed at the spherical clearance joints are modeled using 
continuous contact force approaches, which account for the 
geometric, kinematic and material properties of the contact 
points. In particular, a dissipative normal contact force model 
as well as several different friction models are examined. 
A classic spatial four bar mechanism with a spherical 
clearance joint was considered as a demonstrative application 
example to study the effect of joint modeling approaches. In 
addition, the effects of friction force model, friction coefficient 
value, and size of the clearance are investigated. In general, the 
presence of a clearance joint strongly affects the performance of 
the system, visible in terms of larger and abrupt peaks in the 
velocities and accelerations plots. It was also shown that the 
clearance size influences the behavior of the four bar mechanism, 
and the increase amplifies the resulting velocity and acceleration. 
In contrast, the presence of friction tends to stabilize the system’s 
response and makes it less chaotic. The friction force model 
utilized however does not significantly affect the dynamic 
response of the mechanism. The value of the friction coefficient 
can influence the system’s behavior, in terms of the dynamic 
response, as more mechanical energy is dissipated for larger 
friction coefficients. Finally, the computational efficiency from 
the different joint modeling approaches and scenarios analyzed 
in this work was also investigated. 
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